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There has been an overwhelmingly negative response from Gurnell 
users and residents from across the borough.

Save Gurnell is a community campaign group which was started 3 
years ago in response to the growing public concern of this proposal.  
We want to represent the views of the community because people felt 
their voices were not heard.

✓ We are in favour of a refurbished or a new leisure centre.

✓ We are in favour of sustainable development which meets the 
needs of Ealing and does not negatively impact the 
community.

X We are against the proposal in its current form because it will 
have an overall adverse impact to current and future Ealing 
residents. Not only does it breach many National, London and 
local planning policies, it goes against what Ealing’s residents 
want and need.

We created this pack to summarise the key issues raised from the 
community because the developer’s application underplays planning 
regulations and also underestimates and hides the detrimental 
consequences this development will bring to the people of Ealing. 

1. Who are we?



2. Who is involved in the development?

❖ Co-Applicant
❖ Land owner
❖ Responsible for delivering the new 

Leisure Centre & affordable housing 
(via Broadway Living)

❖ Local Planning Authority
• Decided that Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) was not required
• Will approve/reject the planning 

application

❖ Co-Applicant
❖ Delivering private housing
❖ Buyer of public land

❖ Wholly owned subsidiary of Ealing 
Council 

❖ Develops homes on behalf of the 
council – will deliver the affordable 
housing

❖ Ealing Council will be borrowing 
£400M to finance Broadway Living



3. Ealing’s not listening to residents

Planning Application 
consultation results

1,695 Objected
12 Support
6 Neutral

James Murray MP Objected
(MP Ealing North)

4,358 have signed the petition at 
Change.org

‘’While we need improved sports facilities and the 
means to fund them, I do not believe this plan has 

been given proper, sound  consideration.’’
West Ealing resident

‘’We will lose all our sunlight, daylight and 
privacy from the development next to us.’’ 

Peal Gardens’ residents

‘’Not enough social housing.’’ 
Hanwell resident

‘’My yoga relaxation classes in Gurnell were facing 
the park. Now they are going to face a busy road?’’

Gurnell user

‘’We will lose too much open space. The extra traffic .’’ 
Gurnell Grove resident

‘’ Completely out of context with the 
local area.’’

West Ealing resident

‘’The tower blocks resemble former 
Soviet-era architecture.’’ 

West Ealing Resident



4. Plea to our elected 
representatives

• We are contacting you directly as our 
elected representatives and members 
of Ealing Council’s Planning Committee, 
because the decision you are about to 
make will adversely impact tens of 
thousands of current and future Ealing 
residents.

• We are asking you to listen to the 
+1,700 Ealing residents, who wrote 
heart felt comments about how the 
Gurnell application is not acceptable in 
its current form. 

• We are asking you to consider the 
information in this summary pack and 
our detailed objection, which has been 
compiled to outline the concerns of 
Ealing residents and non-compliance 
with planning policy.

• The residents of Ealing will be watching 
the planning committee and counting 
on you to refuse this proposal.



5. Why you must reject 
this proposal

1. Conflicts with all levels of planning policy -
national, London and local

2. Harms significantly outweigh the benefits

3. Very Special Circumstances do not exist – this 
development is inappropriate on MOL

4. Housing does not meet Ealing’s need

5. This site is not suitable for tall buildings

6. The proposals are excessively dense, poorly 
designed and no design scrutiny has taken place

7. Adverse impact on the local community

8. It does not make financial sense

9. It is environmentally damaging



6. How do the proposals 
conflict with planning policy?



The London Plan 2021 (Policy G3)

“Metropolitan Open Land (MOL) is afforded the 
same status and level of protection as Green Belt”

“MOL should be protected from inappropriate 
development in accordance with national planning 

policy tests that apply to the Green Belt”The NPPF paragraph 144

“When considering any planning application, local 

planning authorities should ensure that substantial 

weight is given to any harm to the Green Belt. ‘Very 

special circumstances’ will not exist unless the potential 

harm to the Green Belt by reason of inappropriateness, 

and any other harm resulting from the proposal, is 

clearly outweighed by other considerations”

The NPPF paragraph 143

“Inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to 
the Green Belt and should not be approved except in 

very special circumstance”

The Gurnell Leisure Centre and car pack sits wholly on land designated as Metropolitan 
Open Land (MOL) which is protected under planning policy:

Ealing Development Core Strategy

Policy 5.2 Protect and enhance MOL and Policy 5.4 
Protect the natural environment - biodiversity and 

geodiversity

“sensitive management of this public parkland for 
amenity, nature conservation use, and as flood plain” 

6a. Metropolitan Open Land in planning policy



The following sections will summarise the assessment of the harms and benefits and the 

case that “Very Special Circumstances” do not exist

• Is the development deemed inappropriate?

• Is the proposal truly the minimum quantum 

required to meet the facilitating objectives?

• Is this site truly the “site of last resort” i.e. 

could either the LC or facilitating residential 

be built elsewhere?

• Do “Very Special Circumstances exist? 

Assessment of the MOL / non-MOL harms and 

benefits the scheme will bring

This development is deemed inappropriate when 

measured against planning policy (the planning 

application even outlines this point).

The facilitating development is only subsidising a 

small proportion of the Leisure Centre build and 

NONE of the affordable housing.

The alternative sites assessment is flawed because it 

looked to build 620 units, rather than the 403 

facilitating private units.

“Very Special Circumstances” do not exist – the 

benefits do not outweigh the harms.

Four key factors have been considered when assessing the case for development on MOL:

6a. There is no justifiable case for development on MOL



6a. There is little additional sporting capacity

BMX will not be allowed 
in this location

• The new leisure centre will have little in the way of additional sporting capacity. 

• This proposal focuses primarily on the swimming pool and is not future proofed for other community uses such as a multi-use 

sports hall or a hydrotherapy suite for disabled and elderly residents.

• The application compares the amount of indoor space (sqm) rather than quantity of sporting capacity or increased facility mix.

• The proposed BMX track is not likely to go ahead in the proposed location due to its impact on the environment (the entire area is 

designated a SINC Grade 1) – there is a significant risk that it could be lost or moved to another location away from the leisure centre.



6a. The “design quality” of the leisure centre is poor

‘’My yoga relaxation classes in Gurnell were facing 
the park. Now they are going to face a busy road?’’

Gurnell user

• There is no benefit coming from the “design 

quality of the leisure centre”.

• The proposals are not sympathetic to the 

natural context and are imposing as the new 

centre would be materially larger than the 

existing one and with two 15 storey tower 

blocks attached. 

• The internal design is flawed, providing 

parkland vistas to the swimmers but views of 

traffic on Ruislip Road East to the gym and 

exercise studio users. 

• The current Gurnell centre, gives users a 270-

degree view of green spaces.



6a. The “park enhancements” are an empty gesture

• Enhancements would be welcomed if there were sympathetic to the 

natural context and not damaging to the current environments. 

Habitats will be destroyed.

• Park enhancements are a completely empty gesture. The only 

reason they are big included is to add more weight to the “benefits” 

side of the harms and benefits comparison.

• The harms arising from the development greatly reduces any positive 

aspects of those stated benefits. 

• Overall MOL quality and usability actually deteriorates due to the loss 

of openness and extreme overshadowing from tall buildings. The park 

would lose a significant amount of sunlight due to the wall of tower 

blocks. The children's playground and other landscaped space will be 

in shadows of the tower blocks during most of the day. 

• The development is adding +1,800 new residents which will mean the 

park will become overcrowded to the detriment of existing residents.

Tower blocks will dominate the park



6a. The benefits of the housing are overstated

Benefits stated in the application

• Facilitating funds to be used for the leisure 

centre (the amount is undisclosed.)

• 35% affordable housing.

• A wide mix of high quality and spacious 

accommodation to meet the varying needs of the 

borough’s population.

• A new community in the area.

• Medium-term employment creation in the 

construction of the proposal.

• Improvement of the public realm around Ruislip 

Road East.

• The generation of S106 financial contributions.

There are few benefits arising from the proposed housing 

development and these are outweighed by the following 

disbenefits.

• The affordable offer on public land should be 50%, not 35%.

• The affordable offer is not aligned to what Ealing really 

needs: more social housing. The 98 LAR units will be more 

expensive than social rent.

• All three housing tenures (Private, Shared Ownership and 

LAR) are physically segregated thus creating ‘poor doors’.

• Given the physical and social segregation, an integrated 

community will not form here.

• Construction employment is not likely to benefit Ealing as 

EcoWorld is not a local company.

• There is a significant pipeline of developments across Ealing 

which will bring S106 contributions without impacting MOL.



6a. There is significant
harm to MOL openness

• This development will cause substantial harm to openness 

- visually, spatially and through the erosion of MOL.

• The Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) even states that “the 

increased building massing would realise a locally 

significant adverse effect on the purposes and function of 

the MOL designation” and the Planning Statement concurs 

“there would be a loss of open green views”. 

• There will be significant urbanising effect of the proposed 

tall buildings – this site is not designated for tall buildings. 

• Any compensatory measures by means of ecological 

improvements or landscaping will not be sufficient to 

outweigh the harm to openness and other harm caused by 

these proposals.

Wire frame image taken from the Visual 
Impact Assessment 

Wire frame filled in to show more realistic 
visual impact



Current Proposed Current Proposed



6a. There is significant
harm to MOL usability

• These proposals would result in the loss of MOL usability in terms of its 

open and unstructured nature and significant adverse impact to 

openness and overshadowing.

• The park will suffer from extreme overshadowing - the newly created 

playground will be overshadowed most of the day by the 15 and 17 

storey towers whereas currently it benefits from a sunny position.

• The park will also become less usable due to the sheer number of 

additional users - the new development will bring around 1,800 new 

residents into this site and essentially what is being built here is an 

amenity space for those residents to the detriment of the existing 

community. This will be compounded by the cumulative impact of 

nearby developments like Copley Close and Central Parade.



6a. There is significant harm to non-MOL

• Transport impacts – Increased traffic from both 

residential and leisure elements of the 

development.

• Parking Displacement – Insufficient parking in the 

development (168 spaces for 403 private units 

and 0 spaces for affordable housing).

• Noise – Size and scale of the development will 

lead to additional noise, also from increased 

traffic.

• Air Quality – Reduced air quality from operational 

phase (also from 5 year construction phase) .

• Sunlight and Daylight – Sheer bulk, scale and 

mass the development will cause significant loss 

of light to surrounding residents.

• Wind and Microclimate - Impact to the park and it’s 

wildlife will be significant and was not assessed.

• Heritage – Local heritage assets were not all included 

in the VIA and certain views will be impacted.

• Social impacts – segregation of new and existing 

communities, “poor door” for affordable housing.

• Housing impacts - not aligned with what Ealing’s 

needs.

• Strategic impacts - Lost opportunity to provide a much 

better facility mix and future proofed leisure centre.

• Deliverability - Lack of financial viability and extremely 

high delivery risk to Ealing which could delay the new 

leisure centre beyond 3 years.

In addition to the direct harm to MOL, there are also significant non-MOL harms which will 
impact the community.



6a. Residual harms are understated in the application

The levels of harm have been understated and some have been omitted.

Overall, this development will result in substantial harm to both MOL and non-MOL.

• The planning statement has not 

measured all the harms due to flawed 

assessments and omitted harms.

• For the harms that were identified, the 

applicant proposed mitigations and 

subjectively assigned a residual harm 

level which in most cases is understated.



6a. Conclusion
“Very Special Circumstances” do not exist

• The Gurnell site is designated Metropolitan Open land and forms part of the Brent River Park. A welcome green 
space, the lungs of our crowded borough - now more important than ever due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

• Under both national and London planning policy, the main value of MOL is its openness and policy is explicit that 
it should not be built on. No “very special circumstances” exist here that would allow this development to 
proceed.

• There is no housing need that cannot be fulfilled elsewhere in the borough. Even without the development 
proposed for Gurnell, Ealing’s development pipeline is significant. With some 30,000 units either recently built or 
planned, this is more than enough to deliver Ealing’s housing targets under the new London Plan. 

• There is no valid argument that the scheme is required to provide Affordable Housing either, as this is being 
provided by GLA grant funding.

• We believe that substantial weight has not been applied to the harms, in fact, the opposite has happened. The 
applicant has subjectively diminished the harms and inflated the benefits.

• Therefore, this application must be rejected as it fails to justify ‘Very Special Circumstances’.



6b. The housing does not meet Ealing’s needs

• The Gurnell proposal does not have enough 

affordable housing – only 35% will be 

“affordable”.

• According to the London Plan, it should be at 

least 50% affordable housing on public sector 

land.

• There is a shortfall in low-cost rented units -

Ealing local policy dictates “50% provision at a 

60/40 split of social or affordable rented” –

Gurnell only has a 50/50 split .

• There are not enough family sized units, and an 

overprovision of studio, 1 and 2 bed units.

• Only 12 family-sized affordable 3-bed units.

• The private amenity space in insufficient.

Non-compliance with planning policy on 
quantum of affordable housing

and the housing mix.

Does not meet Ealing’s needs



6b. Housing is segregated and creates “poor doors”

• Ealing Council are creating “poor doors” in their own 

development.

• There is absolutely no tenure integration – affordable 

and private housing are in completely separate blocks, 

in fact the LAR and LSO are not even integrated.

• “Communal facilities” are segregated - the residents’ 

hub and roof garden in the private part of the 

development will not be accessible to the affordable 

housing tenants. Even play space will be segregated.

• No communal facilities or parking for “affordable” 

housing residents.

• No parking allocated for affordable housing tenants 

unless they want to purchase it for +£15,000.

• No attempt to integrate with the existing local 

community at Gurnell Grove.

How can we expect to build socially 
integrated communities when the less 
well off are physically segregated and 
excluded from “communal” facilities?

THERE IS NO “PEPPER-POTTING”

Affordable Housing Private Housing



No access for Affordable Housing residents or the wider community.

Residents Hub (indicative image)

Roof Garden Residents Hub



According to Ealing’s Housing and Planning Scrutiny 

Review Panel Report 2018/2019:

The 98 LAR units in the proposal will be more 

expensive that Social Rent and will have service 

changes on top.

What are the rent and service charge 

levels for Gurnell LAR?

These have not been publicised 

despite numerous requests.

p12 Housing and Planning Scrutiny Review Panel Report 2018/2019

‘’ There are two types of low cost rented housing

products currently funded by the GLA:

1) social rented housing owned by local authorities 

and private registered providers, for which 

guideline target rents are determined through 

the national rent regime 

2) London Affordable Rent which is a GLA funded 

form of Affordable Rent with rents set at defined 

levels across London depending on size, at 

similar levels to social rent and uplifted 

annually.’’

6b. The housing is not truly affordable



Image from Visual Impact Assessment

Image with wireframe coloured in

6c. Tall buildings are unacceptable in this location

• This development contravenes both the London Plan 2021 and 

Ealing Planning Policy.

• This site has not been identified for development, let alone tall 

buildings.

• It will cause significantly adverse visual impact – views 

into/across the park will be lost, negative impact to the local 

townscape, loss of privacy, Peal Gardens and Gurnell Grove 

residents severely impacted.

• The Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) is inadequate to effectively 

assess the visual impacts – just a handful of images and 

wireframes which fail to demonstrate the true impact.

• Loss of sunlight and overshadowing - 52 homes nearby which 

will breach BRE guidelines for loss of daylight and sunlight, 

impact of overshadowing to park blatantly ignored in the 

application, park will be cast into darkness, comfort and 

enjoyment of the park compromised.



• London Plan 2021 says developments should seek to 

optimise, rather than maximise, the capacity of sites. 

Paragraph 3.1.1 is explicit that ‘the optimum capacity for a site 

does not mean the maximum capacity’.

• The density of the development is excessive – 1,081 habitable 

rooms per hectare (hr/ha) and 422 units per hectare (u/ha). 

This is four times the maximum densities in the previous 

London Plan.

• The proposed development is totally out of context with the 

local area – the development consists of 6 tower blocks up to 

53 meters. The adjacent buildings are significantly lower 

height than the proposed tower blocks and there is no 

transition in scale. It will have a negative impact on the local 

area and has no regard for the existing street hierarchy, 

building types, forms and proportions.

• The site is poorly connected by public transport 

and the proposals are excessively dense for this 

location – the London Plan encourages new 

housing development to focus on sites with good 

connectivity (PTAL 3 to 6), whereas the Gurnell 

site PTAL in only 2 to 3.

6d. Poor design, excessive density and out of 
context with the surrounding area



The proposal does 
not deliver good 

design

• The applicant has not been through any 
formal Design Review Panel (DRP), 
contrary to London Plan Policy D4, 
Delivering Good Design, Part C Design 
Scrutiny.

• The ‘design development’ was with GLA 
consultation input in the areas of Urban 
Design, Policy, Energy and TfL with focus on 
constraining the building footprint to the 
current car park.

• The lack of a DRP has resulted in a poor 
building design which has failed to attract 
even one positive comment in the entire 
application consultation.

• The applicant claims that their design 
relates to the environment so why does it 
look the same as other EcoWorld 
developments or Soviet era tower blocks?

Soviet-era tower blocks

EcoWorld at Barking

EcoWorld at 
Brentford

EcoWorld at Gurnell



6e. Ealing Council are not complying with their own 
policies on Green and Open spaces

The proposal does not comply with planning policy on Green and Open Spaces policies (LP 7.18, NLP G1 and G4 

and Ealing 2.18 and 5.2) or Ealing’s Carbon Neutral pledge:

• “only development ancillary to the open space will be permitted. The size of development within green and open 

spaces and its impact upon visual openness must be kept at a minimum”

• “Development should not compromise the visual openness or heritage value of open and green spaces particularly with 

regard to views within and across these areas. The impact of development upon views to and from open and green 

spaces is also a material consideration”

Policy 5.11 states that “Green Roofs should be provided on major developments that fall within 100m of the 

following designations” list as per (9.11). However, there are no green roofs in the development, just a podium 

garden.

Policy 5.2 states that the Brent River Park and adjacent MOL should have “sensitive management of this public 

parkland for amenity, nature conservation use, and as flood plain” and policy 5.4 seeks to “to protect and promote 

the network of Nature Conservation sites in the borough through enhancing the natural value of existing sites.  

However, these proposals will destroy an area of SINC and landscape a flood plain.



We have learned that during a pandemic and lockdown, 
our local outdoor green space is more important than ever. 

They are key to both are physical and mental wellbeing.

Adding 1,800 new residents will effectively fill up the 
current park. There is no additional green space being 

created to account for the uplift in residents.

This will be compounded by other local developments, 
such as Copley Close and Station Parade.



• The Planning Statement asserts that 

there are minor to negligible impacts 

to sunlight and daylight, however this 

assessment has been made using an 

flawed baseline position - this is a 

suburban setting not an urban one.

• The Daylight Sunlight and 

Overshadowing Report identifies 52 

surrounding properties where the 

assessment indicates that they breach 

BRE guidelines. 

• These homes will permanently lose 

their right to have the sunlight and 

daylight they deserve in a suburban 

area.

6f. Loss of light and overshadowing



7. What else should be 
considered?



March 21
June 21

Construction 
site entrance 

and exit

Peal Gardens 
residents

Now After

Red buildings constructed with Architectural software Overshadowing taken from Application documents

Peal Gardens residents adversely impacted

• Significant overshadowing - loss of sunlight and daylight 

from blocks D, E and F.

• Loss of privacy.

• Increased air and noise pollution (including 5+ years of 

construction pollution and noise on their doorstep.)

• Increased traffic will create more strain on residents 

entering Peal Gardens car park.



• Loss of Sunlight, Daylight and 

Overshadowing

• Loss of privacy 

• North facing homes will now be 

facing tall tower blocks instead of 

the park

• Increased traffic and pollution

• Parking displacement (Gurnell 

Grove Residents cannot afford CPZ)

Ruislip Road East 
Residents

Current

Future

Current

Future

Red buildings constructed with Architectural software

Gurnell Grove & Ruislip Road East residents
Adversely impacted



• The Gurnell development will generate 1,800 new residents, with a 

forecast child yield of 250

• Massive increase in traffic and pollution – caused by the sheer number of 

new residents and the projected increase in visitor numbers to the new 

leisure centre.

• Insufficient parking will cause parking displacement – only 168 car 

parking spaces, and these will be for sale (+£15,000) and therefore not 

affordable to affordable housing residents. Local streets will be used for 

overspill and CPZs would cause financial impact to local residents, 

especially Gurnell Grove where overspill will be most likely.

• Local schools and GP’s are already under strain - the local community 

feels that the S106 contributions will not actually be used to immediately 

improve the GP’s and schools in the area directly impacted by this new 

development. 

Pressure on local infrastructure



• The loss of 158 mature trees - replacing the mature trees with 

young trees will take +20 years before they reach a similar level of 

CO2 absorption. Several hedgerows will also be removed.

• The environmental impact has not been independently verified –

Natural England (a statutory consultee) emailed the planning officer 

and suggested that Ealing ‘’seek advice from your in-house Ecologist 

or Wildlife Trust.’’ WE HAVE NOT SEEN ANY EVIDENCE OF THIS.

• The development will create high levels of light pollution – the 

assessment has a flawed baseline position, identifying the area as 

“urban” city centre.  The scope of the assessment is limited to 

external lighting only and does not consider the impact of 

residential unit lights to protected species such as bats.

• The hedgerow condition assessment is too simplistic, as it does not 

consider species diversity or value for wildlife (i.e. bats use for 

navigation). Therefore, the harm caused by the removal of mature 

hedgerow is understated.

Please save my habitats

Environmental issues - Ecological

158 mature trees removed



Environmental issues - Flooding

Gurnell Leisure Centre

November 2020 flooding 
of River Brent

The applicant states that they will be putting in flood mitigation 

measures – but can they actually guarantee that the surrounding 

homes and leisure centre won’t be flooded?



• The entire proposal contradicts Ealing’s Climate Emergency Strategy due to the harms it will create.

• Ealing’s Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) has not been followed, particularly the Neutral & Marshy Grassland and 

Hedgerows Habitat Action Plans. The hedgerows in and around Gurnell car park are mixed native species and 

Ealing’s BAP policies apply.  The old hedgerow along the Ruislip Road is of high value and again Ealing’s BAP policies 

apply.  

• An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) has not been carried out – Ealing decided themselves that the full EIA 

was not required and therefore the full cumulative impact has not been assessed by a “competent expert’’. The 

grounds for not requiring the EIA are severely flawed and Ealing have simply side stepped their legal duty.

EALING’S 

CLIMATE 

EMERGENCY?

Environmental issues – Policy failures



This proposal is high risk and
does not make financial sense

• The cost of the Leisure Centre has 
skyrocketed from £30M to +£54.9M 
while the leisure facility mix has 
decreased from that approved by 
Cabinet in 2015.

• EcoWorld is buying public land from 
Ealing which will part fund the leisure 
centre.

• The Mayor of London GLA grant is 
partially funding the Affordable Housing, 
EcoWorld are not contributing to this.

• EcoWorld was going to be responsible 
for the Leisure Centre however the deal 
structure has changed and Ealing will 
take on the responsibility of the Leisure 
Centre and Affordable housing builds.

Are Ealing Council really capable of 
delivering the new leisure centre on time 

and on budget?



The new leisure centre 
is terrible value for 

money

*Willmott Dixon are joint venture partner with EcoWorld for residential projects

The proposed leisure centre is not state-of-the art. 

It will have a 50-metre swimming pool with movable floors which is fairly 
common with large indoor swimming pools.

Wilmott Dixon’s* portfolio of leisure centre’s has many examples of state-of 
the-art facilities which include:

• indoor multi-purpose sports halls
• climbing walls 
• Treatment and wellness rooms
• hydrotherapy suite for handicapped and elderly
• High Sustainability using technologies such as PV panels and natural 

water filtration

The £54.9M price tag of the proposed leisure centre is driven by the 
underground parking and the foundations to support the tower blocks on 
top of the leisure centre. This equates to £26M of the total cost. Without 
those complexities, a more affordable leisure centre can be delivered.

The council has already £12.5M budgeted and can seek the remaining funds 
from:

• S106 contributions from the healthy pipeline of developments across 
Ealing (S106 contributions are designed for this purpose, where are 
they?)

• Borrowing at very competitive rates through the Public Works Loan 
Board.

Ealing Council will be borrowing £400M to fund Broadway Living so why 
not use the same strategy here?



Why you must reject 
this proposal

1. Conflicts with all levels of planning policy -
national, London and local

2. Harms significantly outweigh the benefits

3. Very Special Circumstances do not exist – this 
development is inappropriate on MOL

4. Housing does not meet Ealing’s need

5. This site is not suitable for tall buildings

6. The proposals are excessively dense, poorly 
designed and no design scrutiny has taken place

7. Adverse impact on the local community

8. It does not make financial sense

9. It is environmentally damaging


